
   

'Not my president'
becomes rallying cry

Trump still has legal
woes to deal with

Hillary Clinton on target
to win most votes

Joy, shock, and fear
after Trump's upset win

Politics

How Donald Trump Is Reacting to Latest
Election Results
Good Morning America

Donald Trump: I think we're going to do very well FOX News Videos

Putin congratulates Trump on winning the election Business Insider
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Médecines douces : comment diminuer les
dépenses
Certaines dépenses de santé ne sont pas prises en charge par
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Corey Lewandowski demands concession
speech: 'Where is the outrage?'
CNN

Van Jones Somehow Keeps His Cool In The Face Of Corey
Lewandowski's Incessant Jabs UPROXX

CNN's Van Jones Perfectly Explains The Pain Of A Donald Trump
Victory The Huffington Post
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Taylor Swift went to the polls and quietly
revealed who she's voting for
Mashable

Taylor Swift threw a birthday party for Lorde, herself Mashable

Taylor Swift and Aziz Ansari pose with matching cat shirts and it’s
what we needed today Hello Giggles
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'Bayou Billionaires' Reality TV Star Killed in
Apparent Murder-Suicide
A Louisiana woman who was featured along with her family in
the 2012 reality TV show Bayou Billionaires was killed Monday…
in an apparent murder-suicide, according to police. Valerie
Dowden Wells was shot multiple times as she sat in her car
near a McDonald’s parking lot in Shreveport, Louisiana, police
Sgt. Rod Johnson tells PEOPLE. Wells, 47, was killed
by Robert Paul Gaddy, who then turned the gun on himself,
Johnson says. Gaddy and Wells were both taken to a local
hospital, where she was pronounced dead and he later died. “We
know they had a relationship of some type, but I can’t tell you if
they were friends having a dispute or formerly intimate. We
simply don’t know at this moment,” Johnson

Entertainment Weekly
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The Good Life! See Who Bought Kendall
Jenner A ROLLS-ROYCE For Her Birthday -
And It Wasn't Kris!
Talk about major moves! Who can forget about that stunning
Rolls-Royce Kendall Jenner got for her birthday?! While Khloe…
Kardashian actually admitted her younger sister was so drunk
she didn't even remember the luxurious gift - here's the scoop on
the present!

OK! Magazine




 Election: Latest Stories

Obama urges unity after Trump
victory

Protests erupt over Trump’s
presidential win

Trump’s stunning campaign rewrote
all the rules. What about his
presidency?
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'This was a white-lash against a changing
country'
CNN commentator Van Jones offers an emotional analysis of Donald Trump's
historic victory in the U.S. presidential election.
'Should I leave the country?' »
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Le jeu addictif du moment !
Explore les âges et construis un Empire éternel. Déjà 15
millions de joueurs. Fonde ton empire. Inscription gratuite !
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Hilary Duff just got real about marriage and
traditional relationships and we’re here for it
Hello Giggles

5 Types of Relationships to Avoid The Cheat Sheet

5 Types of Relationships You Should Avoid at All Costs The Cheat
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Politics

America Elected A Man Who Said 'Grab Them
By The P***y' Over The First Female President
The Huffington Post

Here are all the incredible women that made history on election
night Hello Giggles

At Clinton's election night party, New York officials contemplate a
Trump victory POLITICO




Lifestyle

Bowl Projections: Week Ten-A New Year’s Six
Bowl??
Bowl: Orange Bowl Location: Miami, FL Date: December 30,
2016 Opponent: Louisville Bowl: Cotton Bowl Location:…
Arlington, TX Date: January 2, 2017 Opponent: San Diego State
Bowl: Cotton Bowl Location: Arlington, TX Date: Jan. 2, 2017
Opponent: Western Michigan Bowl: Buffalo Wild Wings Citrus
Bowl Location: Orlando, FL Date: Dec. 31, 2016 Opponent: LSU
Kirk of SB Nation believes Penn State has worked its way into
the New Year’s Six, putting them in the Orange Bowl against
Louisville. Lamar Jackson is a scary dude, but the last time
Penn State was in the Orange Bowl, things went pretty
well...despite the game lasting two days. Jerry Palm also goes
with a New Year’s Six bowl, but chooses the Cotton

Black Shoe Diaries




World

Eye for an eye? Iranian thug blinded for throwing acid in 4-year-
old girl's face
Iran has blinded a man on Tuesday after convicting him of throwing chemicals in face of
a four-year-old girl, a judicial official was quoted as saying. The little child was left
completely unable to see by the brutal attack - leading the state to sentence the…
attacker to the literal eye-for-an-eye punishment. The head of criminal affairs at
the Tehran prosecutor’s office, Mohammad Shahriari, said it was the second time this
year that Iran has carried out the punishment, which can be imposed for such crimes in
the Islamic republic. “In 2009, this man threw lime into the face of a little girl of four
years in the Sanandaj region, leaving her blind,” the ISNA news agency quoted him as
saying.

Fox News
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